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Editorial 
By the t1me this issue of the "News" appears, all subf]lissions to the Industries Assistance 

Commission in its Dried Vine Fruits Enquiry will have been completed and we will be awaiting 
the Report which is due to be presented to the Prime Minister by October 30. The Report may 
recommend wide sweeping changes to the Industry or it may recommend only minor changes 
during the adjustment period. We can only wait and see. · 

Whatever the content of the Report it will be the attitude of the Government which determines 
. the fate of the Industry and I am reminded of an address by the Prime Mini.ster to the Australian 

Farmers' Federation on October 23, 1973. During the opening of his address Mr Whitlam said: 

"If we look back on the history of primary industry in this country, we see one outstanding 
feature. I put it to you that the chief characteristic of your industry, whatever Government is in 
power, is its vulnerability. More than any other sector of the economy you are subject to 
unpredictable and imponderable circumstances. You are at the mercy of the seasons, at the 
mercy of the world currency realignments, of fluctuating international marke.ts, gluts and 
shortages. Can you honestly say that the policies pursued during 23 years of Government by 
our opponents - by your self-proclaimed political allies - have removed your fundamental 
problems or guaranteed you any permanent security and prosperity." 

I think we can honestly ask the same question of the present Government. 

Later in the same address Mr Whitlam said: 

"As a Government we stand ready to help Australians who are suffering misfortunes wherever 
they may live - on farms, in country towns or in the cities. If the farming community is again 
exposed to economic hardships we will be prepared to play our part in helping individuals to 
make -the best and most rational choices and, if necessary, cushion them against economic 
adversity. We have always voted for such policies when we were in opposition; we will adopt 
them if necessary now that we form the Government." 

.I sincerely hope that Mr Whitlam will remember these comments when formulating his policy 
on the future of this Industry. 
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Federal Council ........ 1975 
PREMIER ADDRESSES COUNCIL 

In one of the most important, and timely, addresses ever given to Federal Council, the 
Victorian Premier, Mr R. J. Hamer, commented on several areas of vital concern to the 
Industry. 

His statement that there would be a stay of at least 12 months in the granting of further water licences, 
and his recognition that "there is no future in allowing the production of Sultanas to expand when there is no 
marketing" gives heart that A.D.F.A. requests for production control may yet be successful. 

His support for orderly marketing will give encouragement to Packers and Agents combating the 
activities of non-Association packers, and his announcement of a $40 million salinity control scheme could 
not be. more timely to an Industry faced with increasing dangers of salinity in irrigation areas. His recognition 
of the grape industry as a single entity will further encourage the Board in its efforts to achieve.a much closer 
integration with the wine industry. 

The full text of Mr Hamer's address is as follows: 
"Mr Chairmah, ladies and gentlemen. 

Thank you for your invitation to be here 
toMday,·and for your enthusiastic welcome. 
1 think I would be the first Premier for many 
a long daY to attend your Conference and 
I'm glad to have the opportunity because. 
as the Chairman has just said, along with 
most primary industries at .the moment you 
have manY problems to Consider. 

"''d like you to know that. as far as the 
Victorian Government is conc·erned. we are
anxious to share your problems and. in 
particular, to share the solutions. We want 
to help. 

"And I think it would be inopportune and, 
indeed, impossible, to open this 
Conference. or to discuss anything out of 
it, without some mention of current 
Enquiry by the Industries Assistance 
Commission. 

"The Commission's Enquiry may well turn 
out to be the best thing that has happened 
to the Industry in a long while. We share 
Your hopes, and I expect they are your 
h.opes, that the Commission's 
recommendations will provide some 
guidelines to improve the prospects of the 
Industry through the solution of problems 
and with a measure, and I presume a fairly 
considerable measure, of assistance from 
Government. 

"'I know that you are all very much 
concerned about the possibility of the 
expansion of the Dried Fruit areas which 
could undermine the fine balance between 
home and overseas markets. South 
Australia, as I understand it. can't allow any 
more plantings because they haven't any 
more water allocation. As a matter of fact. 
we haven't either. NeW South Wales 
i"mposes a limit by tying restrictions to water 
licences. 

"In the past Victoria has placed no real 
limitation on plantings because we have a 
fundamental belief in freedom of choice. 

"On the oth'er hand, we also support. as a 
matter of policy, orderly marketing in any 
primary industry which chooses to 
undertake it. So we have what could be 
called 'conflicting approaches·. 
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"The present position is that we have a 
Parliamentary Public Works Committee 
Enquiry into all aspects of irrigation in the 
whole of Northern Victoria. mainly the 
Goulburn and Murray Basins and. of 
course. th.is will cover the Dried Fruits 
Industry from the point-of-view of water 
resources. 

I would just l1ke you to know that 
pending this Enquiry and its results and 
recommedations which will rio doubt take 
some time. we have totally suspended the 
allocation of new water·rights in the whole 
Murray-Goulburn area. not just for Dried 
FrUits but for anything, and so for the 
time being at any rate the position is held. 
and no further policy decisions will be 
made until the Committee has made its 
report to the Victorian Parliament. I expect 
that will take upwards of a year. 

""And I will now add this: That the 
·Victorian Government will also wait until 
the· report of the Industries Assistance 
Commission is available. because what we 
all want is a viable. prosperoUs Industry. 
not a number of competing groups 
struggling to survive. 

"We can all agree that ·there is no future 
in allowing the production of Sultanas to 
expand· when there is no market. Already, I 
understand, you have urged the I.A.C. to 
make a recommendation. to the Federal 
Gmte.rnmeot for production control, and I 
expect that yoU have or will consider it 
further at this Conference. 

""There are other pruotems: the each-way 
instincts (I'll call it that) of some growers to 
indulge in dual-pllrpose growing grapes for 
winA but diverting it to drying the moment 
wine prices drop. It is canny as business, but 
dangerous to the Industry as a whole. 

""Then there is the group in South 
Australia, I don't want to be parochial 
there is a group who claim that they are 
justified in selling their product only on the 
Australian market or only to profitable 
markets "abroad without pooling the 
proceeds. All their growers tend to get a 
higher price and the group has an 
advantage_ as long ·as The A.D.·F.A. 
continues to observe a quota of about 20 
per cent for Australian sales and around 80 

per cent for export with lower returns 
overall. 

"This. too. is potentially very dqmaging 
for the Industry. It could. in the long-run. 
lead to a disintegration of The A D.F.A. 
equalisation scheme system and so 
prepare the ground for a prices war from 
wHich only the fittest would survive 

"The VIctorian Government will not 
support such opportunism - such 
dangerous opportunism - because we . 
can't support any system which favours a 
few who are prepared to buck the rules at 
the expense of the rest. On the other hand, 
we .will support any move you make to 
ensure that bona-fide growers follow the 
orderly marketing scheme which you have 
establisi:Jed. 

"I kliow also that you are concerned 
about salinity in the Murray. 

"'As you know, the Victorian Government 
through the State Rivers & Water Supply 
Commission, has already.carried out a 
number of schemes to reduce the risk of 
salt, but there is much further work to be 
done. There is also resea(ch going on to 
see what factors there are which influence 
plant growth under salt conditions. But still 
th-e State which is most likely to 
be· seriously affected. South Australia, faces 
a very grave situation within 20 years 
possibly sooner. depending on rainfall on 
the Darling system in Queensland. 

"The Dartmouth Dam. when it comes into 
.operation, will help, but the real problem is 
to prevent salt from ever reaching the 
Murray: It is. therefore. most timely in 
relation to this Conference. that this veiv 
day we have published a Report by the 
State Rivers & Water Supply Commission 
outlining an imaginative scheme to do just 
that - to divert saline water from the 
Murray altogether and. by using Lake 
Tyrrell and other evaporative basins. to 
protect the Murray from this damaging 
form of pollution. 

. .. 1 have brought a:long a copy of that 
Report in case you haven·t seen it. labelled 
'Salinty Control and Drainage A Strategy 
for Northern Victoria Irrigation and the 
River Murray Quality·, by the State Rivers 
& Water Supplyuf Victoria. 
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"I commend this report. I have only seen 
it briefly, but we've had it before the 
VictOrian Cabinet and we are committed to 
it. I want you to know that. We are 
committed to salinty control in the Murray. 

"It will be costly, in fact the estimate on 
pl'esent figures is around $40 million to do 
the job - so it is not cheap, but it is not 
intolerably dear either, having regards to 
the benefits to be obtained and the value 
of the assets. the towns and the jobs to be 
protected. 

"'The scheme must have the support and 
financial backin~ of all four Governments 
directly interested in the Murray system. 
You can use your influence and your direct 
involvement. and your direct interest. to 
ensure that such a scheme is undertaken 
without delay. 

""I've drawn these matfers to your 
attention because it is essential that we 
together face up to the main problems 
facing the Industry. First of all; 

High production costs, which are not 
peculiar to this Industry. In fact every 
industry. and in particular. primary 
industry. is facing them. and for which 
the I.A.C. is unlikely to offer any 
particular solution. The only answer may 
well be some restructuring of the 
Industry. 
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Secondly; 

The over-production of Sultanas and 
prod.uction control for which the LAC. 
might well recommend a quota system 
and so make excess production of such 
little value that production would 
decrease, but I believe that under such a 
scheme some growers might have to 
leave the Industry. 

And the third problem: 

Low export prices which are not related 
to supply and demand but. in a sense, to 
the breakdown of the International 
Sultana Agreement through the 
behaviour of Greece and Turkey in their 
pursuit of foreign exchange_ by 
under-cutting prices. 

"Unfortunat~ly, there is very little that we 
can do, even at a national level. when even 
to get Greece and Turkey to the same 
Conference table is an achievement in 
itself, and you'll be aware why that's so. 
Their sole concern appears to be to earn' 
foreign exchange. In fact. production 
world-wide is not so high and. as your 
Board C~airman has told you, I believe, 
only in 1973 and 1974 has fruit sold on 
export markets above the cost of 
production. So we can say, we have to face 
rt. that the prospects for the Dried Vine 
Fruits Industry are difficult in the 
short-term. 

"The wine industry has suggested that, if 
the Federal Government granted the tax 
concessions which it is seeking and which 
the Victorian Government is strongly 
supporting, wine product would increase 
by 1984 to the stage where the Sultana 
intake would be mofe than 200,000 tonnes 
fresh. Even 100,000 tonnes per annum 
would take some 25,000 tonnes of Dried; 
Sultanas off the market and go a long way 
towards solving the Association's 
over-production problems. 

"This brings me to one last point that 
this is one of several, perhaps many, 
arguments for the grape industry to be 
viewed as a single entity rather than as 
three. All have problems, some of which 
are shared, and yet, sometimes, assistance, 
one to another, has been denied for fear of 
giving .too great an advantage to one. 

"The grape industries, which I prefer to 
call them, are now in situations which 
require broader thinking than this and 
more progressive thinking. Think about it 
and you will agree. This is a great Industry, 
it has had, and is having, great 
achievement. 

"It needs to pull together, rather than as 
separate elements. If there is anything we 
can do at Government level to assist that 
process, to assist the growth and 
prosperity of the whole industry. we are 
prepared to try. 

"It is no't lost upon us that a great deal of 
this Industry is founded upon the efforts of 
ex-servicemen people who were brought 
into the Industry and given opportunity and 
foundation. We owe it to them, among 
many others in Industry, to make sure that 
it is maintained. 

"A Conference like othis sometimes has 
more problems than usual. I believe that in 
1975 you do have more problems than 
usuaL I would like to assure you, however, 
that we regard this as a vital Industry. It's 
imPortant to our economy, it's important to 
many towns and citie.s in the 
Goulburn-Murray system, it's important to 
decentralisation, it's important to our whole 
concept of self-reliance, hard-working 
people who don't seek aid, but do seek 
support. They don't seek direct aid, but 
th€y do seek recognition and they rightly 
seek support. 

"So far as we are able. we are ptepared 
to give it and, if you can help us to help 
you. then that will be our pleasure and. as 
far as I'm concerned, our duty. For all 
thos.e reasons it is a very vital and 
impOrtant Conference from which I hope 
some solutions. or proposals for solutions. 
will emerge. 

'"I'm very glad to be with you and I 
declare the Conference open." 
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I.A.C. ENQUIRY 
Control of production: This is the essential theme that occurs again 

and again in The A.D.F.A.'s final submission lo the Industries Assistance 
Commission Dried Vine Fruits Enquiry. 

The Hearing was held in Canberra on August 28 ·last with evidence 
again being given by the Board Chairman and the General 
Secretary-Manager. ,The Commission is due ·to present its Report to the 
Prime Minister by October 30. 

The A.D.F .A.'s submission, which states that over-production is 
confined to Sultanas, thoroughly examines export profitability with a 
less than optimistic result. The wine industry's projections of winery 
intake requirements up to 1984 are also examined. The A.D.F.A. believes 
that the latter factor will allow the Dried Vine Fruit Industry to restructure 
without major disruption in producing areas. But this is· dependent on 
effective control of production and plantings. 

The Association has recommended that 
long-term average production of Dried 
Vine Fruit be set at-

Currants........ . ....... 6,000 tonnes 
Sultanas .................... 45,000tonnes 
Raisins. . . . 4,000 tonnes 

Present annual average production is-

CUrrants ..................... 6.000 tonne5 
Sultanas .................... 65,000tonnes 
Raisins . . ............ 5,000 tonnes 

with peak production estimates of up to

Currants................ . .·7,000 tonnes 
Sultanas ....... 95,000 tonnes 
Raisins .. ; ................ 7,000 tonnes 

In its submission The A.D.F.A. states

"A reduction in average Australian 
production of Sultanas from 65,000 tonnes 
to 45,000 tonnes would provide arp 
additional 82,000 tonnes for winery intake 
and, with increased production from 
normal replantings, would cover the wine 
industry's 1984 estimates of drying 
varieties requirements. 

"We have previously stressed the heavy 
dependence of Sunraysia and Robinvale 
on the Dried Vine Fruits Industry and the 
sociological problems of phasing out some 
production areas. We are also aware of the 
heavy capital investments in the Industry 
by Packing Companies. Nevertheless, as 
the fLJture of this Industry itself is under 
scrutiny, the above suggested reduction in 
production is necessary. By utilising the 
increased demand by wineries for drying 
varieties to take up surplus drying grapes 
this production figure may be reached over 
a 7-10 year Period without extensive areas 
being diverted fro~ viticulture. 

"This would requ1re-

(a.) an immediate stay of all ·grape 
plantings, 

(b) revaluation. of the viticultural industry 
in 5 years to assess the extent and the 
potential at diversions of drying varieties 
to wineries and the extent that such 
diversions should be assisted by further 
replanting to wine variety grapes, 
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(c) the provision of a rec·onstruction 
scheme for those gi"owers who wish to 
replant or reconstruct their properties 
with assisted· opportunity to replant to 
varieties other than traditional drying 
varieties, · 

(d) the provision of an adequate Stabili
zation Plan based on a guaranteed 
cost-of-production to assist the industry. 
over the transistional period until the 
n~xt re-evaluation; and 

(e) the compensated phasing out of 
properties economically unviable for 
either Dried· Fruits or wine grape 
production. 

"The above is dependent on immediate 
and effective production control." 

The submission then went on to 
comment on various means of production 
control. both by control over plantings, and 
by market control. 

The following requests for Industry 
assistance arising from this ::~nd earlier 
submissions were restated. 

Requests. (With the first three only in 
order of priority.) 

"That therA he a continuation of the 
present Stabilization Plan foi" a further 12 
months to allow time for a detailed 
evaluation of the Commission's Report 
before negotiating a new' Plan. 

"That a new 5~year Plan, for Sultanas 
only, be implemented commencing "with 
Season 1977, the Plan to be based on a 
guaranteed cost-of-Production. 

"That there be an immediate stay in the 
planting of grapes of all varieties. 

"That there be a survey of the complete 
viticultural industry in 5 years time to 
assess the effect of winery diversions and 
the extent of possible future diversions. 
The ft~ture of the Dried Vine Fruits Industry 
is now so mterdependent With that of the 
wine industry that a survey of only one 
section must be inconclusive in relation to 
the whole. 

"That, if projected winery diversions are 
not considered sufficient to affect the 

required level of production, the 
Government implement a scheme of 
production control, or market control 
aimed at production control to reduce the 
long-term production of Sultanas to an 
average of around 45,000 tonnes and that 
there be controlled rationalisation of the 
grape-growing industry to ensure that 
present growers have firSt opportunity to 
replant to .wine-varieties. 

"That because of tt1e high capital 
investment in packing plant which would 
then become. redundant in Victoria, and 
which has become redundant in South 
Australia, an amortisation grant be made to 
Packing Companies. 

"That, if the implementation of 
production control does not require the 
establishment of a single marketing body 
with access to Government funds, 

(a) the Government investigate the 
practicability and desirability of 
assisting The A.O.F.A. to set up a 
single marketing company to control 
the marketing and promotion of all 
Association Dried Fruits, and 

(b) as a means of enabling quicker 
finalisation of each season's production 
the Australian Government, through an 
appropriate Banking Authority, make 
moneys available as at (say) January 25 
each year to finance the, value of 
unsold stocks held as at that date. 

"That there be nn further reductio·n in 
theimporttariffrateon Dried Fruits. 

"That the Australian Government 
sponsor and underwrite a disaster 
insurance scheme which would enable 
growers to insure to a pre-determined level 
of production. 

"That there be no further issue of Dried 
Vine Fruit packing licences. 

"That .the Australian Government 
introduce a Dried Vine Fruits 
Reconstruction Scheme and provide 
long-term low interest finance for: 

{a) farm build-up, 

(b) early retirement. 

(c) vineyard rehabilitation covering 

, (i) replanting to high yield nematode 
resistant stocks, 

(ii) re-tre.llising as an aid to summer 
pruning C?r mechanical harvesting, 

(lii) installation of controlled irrigation 
sYstems. 

(iv) replanting to wine variety grapes 
should this prove economically 
warranted, 

(d) debt reconstruction 

"That the Government conti.nue to 
support research into summer pruning. 
mechanical harvesting, and any other 
means which may reduce lab·our intensity. 
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PRODUCTION CONTROl. 
ESSENTIAl. 

"If plantings of dual-purpose grapes, and particularly Sultanas, are 
permitted to expend, the future for Australian Dried Fruit growers will 
be bleak." 

This blunt statement was made by A.D.F.A. Board Chairman, Mr Frank 
Gilli in introducing his Board of Management's Report to Federal 
Council 1975. 

The full text of the statement reads:-

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS TO BOARD OF MANAGEMENT REPORT 

Before formally introducing the Board of Management's Report I would just like to make 
one or two additional, and perhaps personal, observations. 

Firstly, I would like to draw to your 
attention to comments by the Prime 
Minister to the Annual General Meeting of 
the Victorian Farmers' Union in Melbourne 
last week. During his opening address he 
said that agricultural production must be 
geared to meet market demands and that 
primary producers could not expect 
taxpayers (through the Government) to pay 
for the production of goods for which there 
are "not good prospects on export 
markets''. 

And again later he said: "I don't 
suppose any individual decision by the 
Government h'as created more flak than 
the tariff cuts. The fact is that we cannot 
survive as a great trading nation on the 
basis of unlimited protection. No industry 
can assume it' hi:J.s the right to survive, no 
matter how inefficient, no matter how 
uncompetitive, no matter how costly, 
simply because it exists ~ .. markets, 'not 
Governments, determine returns". 

Well, we've heard that message before, 
but never quite so bluntly and certainly 
never before from the Prime Minister 
himself. 

This industry has a proud record. It has 
been responsible for the openmg of areas 
which were previously desert and has 
contributed greatly to Austra·lia's 
decentralisation. it has provided 
occupations and income for many of the 
returning soldiers of two world wars, 8nd it 
has earned export earnings at a time when 
Australia desperate!\ needed this income. 

Unfortunately, that 1s all history. In the 
present political climate the Industry will 
be judged adainst the harsh economic 
realities of the present. If that means 
long-term Government assistance or 
increased tariff protection; well. our task 
will not be easy. 

Even now. the I.A. C. is gearing itself to 
conduct an Enquiry into some 2,000 tariff 
items. Its Terms of Reference suggest that 
it will be asked to recommend whethe~ 
tariff reductions can be made in cArtain 
items, inc/udinK Dried Fruits. 

I also draw attention to a statement by 
the Australian Dried Fruits Control Board 
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in its submission to the last Hearing of the 
!ndustries Assistance. Commissiol,l Enquiry 
mto the Dried Vine Fruits Industry, and I 
quote from paqe 1273 of the transcript:-

" The Qoard reiterates that a fair and 
reasonable· export of Sultanas in any one 
season be 65,000 tonnes. Together with 
15,000 tonnes for the domestic market total 
,·equirements would be 80,000 tonnes." 
I cannot. and do not, agree with that 

statement. 

If, by "fair and reasonable export", the 
Board meant a fair and reasonable return 
from export markets I would agree, but 
history suggests otherwise. In the past 10 
years, only in the extraordinary years of 
1973 and 1974 have Sultanas sold on 
export markets above cost-oJ-production. 
In ~ach of the other years Sultanas have 
sold ·below cost-of-production on every 
market in which they have been offered. In 
each of these years the Industry has 
remained viable only because of the home 
consumption price and the operation of 
The A.D.F.A. Equalisation Scheme. · 

Please do not think I'm having a shot at 
the Control Board. I'm not, the Control 
Board has little or no control over world 
prices, its pricing policy is controlled ·by 
the prices being offered by Greece. Turkey 
and the United States. These are 
frequently Subsidised and, at times, far 
from rati!)nal. 

The point I do make is that, at present 
prices, if the Industry continues, or 
increases its production to require a 
65,000 tonnes annUal export it will be, and 
will continue to be. a subsistence industry. 
It is essential to the economy of the 
Industry and the well-being of growers that 
production be reduced. It certainly must 
not be increased. 

The last Board of Management's Report 
to Council drew some criticism because it 
sa1d that it might later be necessary to 
review A.D.F.A. policy on the planting of 
Sultanas. Well, we have conducted our 
review. and given evidence to the 
Industries Assistance Commission. The 
indications are quite clear, the Industry has 
little future at present potential rates of 
production. 

Only the low production of the last few 
years has brought export prices to the 
level they reached in Seasons '1973 and. 
1974. This year, with Australian production 
well below average, export prices are again 
down to below cost-of-production level on 
most markets. 

Fortunatel'y, the future is not all bleak. 
Sultanas are now widely accepted as a 
wine variety grape and there are already 
indications that each year th~re· will, 
probably, be greater and greater diversions 
to wineries. ThA wine industry itself has 
suggested that by the year 1984 it will be 
taking at least another 100,000 fresh 
tonnes, of Sultanas. This wiil ·take some 
25,000 tonnes of Dried Sultanas off the 
IT!arket and will go a lorig way towards 
stabilising the Dried Sultana Industry. 

Paradoxical as it may seem, perhaps the 
best long-term assistance the Dried Vine 
Fruits Industry could receive would be for 
the Government to give immediate taxation 
'benefits to the wine industry. 

Our future is essentially interwoven with 
that of the wine industry. I believe that, if 
the Dried Vine Fruits Industry is given 
reasonable assistance by the Government 
over the next 5 to 1 0 years, our problems of 
over-production and expoft surpluses will 
have begun to disappear by increased 
diversion to wineries. 

The key factor in this projection, of 
courSe, is control of plantings. If plantings 
of dual-ourppse, and particularly Sultana, 
g.rapes are permitted to expand, the future 
for Dried Vine Fruits growers wi II, indeed, 
be· bleak. 

RESEARCH REPORTS 
The Reports· .:'If the various Research 

Committees and a summary of pro_m-e15s 
reports of all research now being carried 
out by, or on behalf of The A.D.F.A. was 
presented to Federal Council, 1975. 

Contained in a separate 95-page booklet 
the reports give valuable advice to growers 
on a wide range of subjects. 

Copies of the Report are obtainable, free -
of charge, from The A.D.F.A. 20 cents 
postage would be appreciated. 

ASSISTANCE TO 
INVENTORS 

The Minister for Manufacturing Industry 
has announced a Government scheme for 
assistance to private ~ustralian inventors. 
The scheme is intended to provide advice 
and financial assistance to assist in the 
development of concepts for which an 
application for a patent has been lodged 
with the Australian Patents Office. 

The scheme is applicable to private 
inventors only, J::ompan·les are not eligible 
for assistance. 

Further details may be obtained from the 
Regional Director. Department of 
Manufacturing Industry, in each State. 
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Messrs L. McCreanor ( Barmera): G. Swan bury ( Waikerie}; J. Green (Barmera Co-op}, 
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federal Council ...... 1975 
RESOLUTIONS 

The following items were referred by 
Council to the Board of Management for 
action and report. 

Allowances and Expenses: , 

"That the Board of Management 
investigate the anomalies .that exist in the 
allowances paid to Board members, 
Committees and Federal Council 
Delegates, including time paid for 
travelling and report to next Federal 
Council." 

Although this motion was not passed by 
Council the Board has asked the General 
Secretary-Manager to exaniine and 
prepare a report on all ·aspects of the 
present practice and policy_ of allowances 
and expense rates. 

Alternate Fund sources: 

· "That this Federal Council request the 
Board of Mana9ement to investigate: 

{a) what means of immediate bridging 
finance and alternative long-term 
finance could be available to the Dried 
Fruits Indus try; 

{b) under what conditions this finance 
could be available." 

The Chatrman has since reported on 
discussions with Officers of the Australian 
De'partment of Agriculture in Canberra, 
from which it was apparent that it was too 
late in th.is season to attempt to obtain 
bridging finance.-· Discu·ssions were, 
therefore, confined to alternate sources of 
long-term finance. Several possibilities 
were explored and these are to be 
followed up after- the Department has 
obtained additional information of a 
scheme now being formulated for another 
industry. 

Water Charges: 

"That this Federal Council expresses its 
deeo concern at the continued substantial 
increases in water charges and request the 
Board of Management to approach State 
Governments concerned with a· view to 

-seeking- Federal Gpvernment aid to 
alleviate the situation." 

This has also been discussed with 
officers of tile Australian Department of 
Agriculture but as water charges are 
already an allowable cost in the 
c.o..s.t-o.f-oroduction _schedule for 
Stabilization purposes it was apparent that, 
in a year of Government bounty, the 
Australian Government would already be 
contributing towards this cost. 

The Chairman will continue with these 
discussions and will also raise the matter 
with State Mini·sters for Water Supply as 
soon as interviews can be arranQed. 
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Salinity: 

"That Federa_l Co.uncil of the· Dried Fruits 
.Association is gravely concerned with the 
policy of the W.C. & I.C. of allocating all 
available water. In terms of successive dry 
years it is essential that a river flow be 
maintained. We feel that sufficient water be 
retained to enable this to be done. We 
request the Board of Management to take 
suitable action." 

"This Federal Council of The A.D.F.A. 
records its appreciation on the 
announcement by the Victorian 
Government and -State Rivers & Water 
Supply Commission of the commencement 
of- extensive salinity control works in the 
Murray/Goulburn system." 

"That the General Secretary-Manager 
obtain and distribute copies of the State 
Rivers Salinity and Draina.Qe Report to all 
Branches when it becomes available." 

Action on the first resolution will ·be 
taken both by letter and by discussions 
with the New South Wales Minister for 
Conservation. 

Action on the secQnd and third 
resolutions already completed. 

Sunraysia Promotior Centre: 

"That this Federal Council approves the 
eslabliShment of a Dried Fruits Promotion 
Centre at 27 Deakin Avenue. Mildura, and 
requests that the Board of Management 
negotiate the terms of occupancy with 
Sunraysia District Council AD..F.A.." 

The principle of Board involvement has 
been confirmed and lease and renting 
proposals subsequently submitted by 
Sunraysia District Council A.D.F.A. 
approved. The Board sub-committee now 
to negotiate- in respect to the take-over of 
the lease, and is to confer with the 
Marketing- Manager on promotion· policy 
and st'affing requirements: 

The Marketing Manager' has been asked 
to obtain -a firm quote on the proposed 
alterations and, if' the quote is in line with 
estimates previously supplied, is to 
proceed. 

Industry-owned m~rketing company: 

"'That the Board of rv_-lanagenient 
investigate the feasibility of establishing an 
Industry-owned marketing companY 
responsible for the promotion and sales of 
all Association Dried Fruit in Australia and 
report back to District Councils and 
Federal Council1976." 

The Cha'irman has since reported that 
preliminary discussions w.ere held with 
officers of the Australian Department of 
Agriculture on the financing requirements 
of such a company. At the moment details 
of the discussions have to remain 
confidential, but it was anticipated that a 
report can be given early in the new year. 
In the meantime ·discussions and 
investigations of alternative methods of 
establishing sUch a company will continue. 

Grade Qualilies: 

"That this Federal Council recommends 
that .in a year of low quality fruit no 
alteration be made to the existing grade 
standards of Dried Vine Fruits." 

This resolution to be conveyed to the 
Grade Fixin_g Committee and the 
Australian Department of Agriculture. 

Apricot Imports: 

"That this Federal Council is seriously 
concerned about the quality and quantity 
of Dried Apricot imports into Australia and 
requests the Board of Management to take 
the necessary action to protect this section 
of the Industry." 

A Tariff Enquiry into a number of items, 
including Dried Fruit, will commence in 
September 1975, and a submission 
seeking a holding of. or an increase in, 
Tariff rates on Dried Fruits will be made. 

At the moment no evide_nce can be 
obtained to support action for stopping 
fruit because of quality_ The Australian 
Department of Agriculture has been asked 
tq ensure tll_at_ fruit. is subject to th~ 
·strfngent' inSPeCtion~ r'equi.rements of the 
variOus Health Acts. 

COOKERY TEST 
FOR CARINA 
CURRANTS 

Carina. the new Currant variety reported in 
the last issue of the "'News·· is now being 
evaluated by a group of pastrycooks and 
cake makers. 

Eleven 28 lb c'artons of tfle new Currant 
variety. produced at the Merbein Research 
Station of the C.S.I.R 0. has been 
forwarded to manufacturers to assess the 
likely value of the new variety compared to 
ordinary Currants. 

CommP.nts on how Carinas are likely to 
be accepted by the manufacturing trade 
are also being sought 

Carina has a larger berry fruit than the 
conventional Currant and is also claimed to 
be more resistant to rain damage. 
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World surplus of Sultanas 
'CONSUMPTION FALLING 

In an address to the '1975 A.D.F.A. Federal Council, Mr A. E. Spiller, Chairman, 
Australian Dried Fruits Control Board, said that a statement of export consumption 
submitted to the (International Sultana) Conference showed the intake average by 
importing countries for the 5 years 1968-1973 to be 325,433 tonnes. In the 5 years 
1969-1974 it had dropped to 306,198 tonnes. a reduction of 23 per cent. 

Mr Spiller said that he Would not say that the reduction was all caused by a drop in 
consumption-, because the world supply position did have some effect, but there was 
definite proof that consumption in many countries is declining. 

In reference to world production, Mr Spiller said "We'll project as at September 1, 
1975, to August 31, 1976:-

"Estimated carry-in of all countries as at 
August 31 as detailed to the Conference .... 75.000 tonnes 

Estimated production in all producing countries to 
August 31, 1976 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... 546,000 tonnes 

Making a total availability of . 621,000 tonnes 

Taking generous consumption averages into account and the maximum 
local and export consumption in that period . 521,000 tonnes 

So at August 3i, 1976 we have an estimated surplus of .. 100,000 tonnes 

''And this figure is not taking into account any decline factor in consumption." 

Mr Spiller later gave the following breakdown ot the estimated 546.000 tonnes 
1975/1976 production as:-

Afghanistan-. . .......... (a). 
Greece.......... . ... (a). 
Iran ............. (a). 
Turkey. .. .......... (a), 
U.S.A.. ...(a). 

.. (b) .. 

'.50,000 
.80,000 
.53,000 

.. 100,000 
'' 186,000 

Australia 
South Africa ....... (b) .... ,,, .. ,, ...... 

469,000 
'' .67,000 

.. ....... 10,000 

546,000 

(a) Northern hemisphere ......................... 1975 harvest 
(b) Southern hemisphefe . . . . . . . . . . .. · ..... 1976 harvest 

BALRANALD 
PROJECT 
NO WATER RIGHTS 

The N.S.W. Water Conservation and 
IrrigatiOn Commissio"n has rejected the 
application by Mr P<lul Mariani, Jnr. for 
water lic~nces over 5.000 acres near 
Balranald. An application for 2.000 acres 
near Swan Hit! was also rejected. 

Mr Mariani had made application for 
water from the Murrumbidgee to irrigate 
some 3,500 acres of horticulture and 1,500 
acres lucerne at Balranald. and had also 
sought an amendment from existing water 
licences on the land near Swan Hill to 
permit similar plantings. 

The A.D.F.A. had been concerned over 
this application as it was of the opinion that 
sufficient water reserves should be held in 
the Murrur'nbidgee scheme to allow an 
adequate flow in drought years. Mr 
Mariani's application _did not include Dried 
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Vine Fruits or Pnrnes so no marketing 
difficulties had been envtsaged. 

Mr Leon Punch, N.S.W. Minister for 
Public Works and Ports, in announcing the 
decision, said "that he had maintained close 
contact with the Commission in its 
consideration of the applications and he 
was satisfied that the decision was in the 
best interests of all concerned. 

"The granting of the applications would 
have resulted in a very substantial 
departure from normal policy," Mr Punch 
said. 

He said that while he appreciated there 
were many worthy features and objectives 
in the j::Ompany's proposals, including the 
injection of considerable expenditure into 
the economy of the region, he believed 
that the Commission's decision to refuse 
the applications was a wise one. 

HARDSHIP 

"The establishment of such 18rge areas 
of horticulture in one interest could result 

in hardship ·being experienced by all 
concerned from the inadequacy of water1 
supply during periods of shortages oq 
available water in the rivers," Mr Punch~ 
said. 

He added that the Commission was 
constantly looking into ways and means of 
increased water av'ailability for irrigators. 

"If, at some time in the future, Mr Mariani 
is able to place before the Commission a 
scheme which makes lesser demands upon 
the available water resources, I would be 
happy to have the- matter reconsidered," 
Mr Punch said. -----PROTEST TO PlUME MINISTER 

Delegates to Federal Council 1975: 
registered a strong protest at the general, 
policies of repression being directed by 
the present Government towards the. 
private sedor of the Australian economy. 

Mr R. B. Johnstone, of Mildura, who 
moved the Motion of protest, said the 
Dried Fruits Industry had maintained 
reasonable incomes for many producers in 
the pas.t despite previous Government 
stimulus to over-prbduction. 

But the Industry was now taCed with the 
real possibility of economic depression' 
because of a number of Government 
policies which were beyo-nd the terms of 
the Industries Assistance Commission 
inquiry into the Dried Fruits Industry. 

The Government policies included the 
failure to provide real incentives for 
Australians to achieve-maximum 
production capacity. 

The policies had also failed, to stimulate 
the private sector or provide investment 
incentives. 

By direction of delegates the following 
telegram was sent to· the Prime Minister: 

"This Dried Fruits Industry which has 
maintained reasonable incomes for many 
producers in the pas.t despite previous 
Government stimulus to over-production, 
is now faced with the real possibility of 
economiC depression because of the 
following Government policies which are 
beyond the terms of reference of the I.A. C. 
Enquiry into the Dried Fruits Industry: 

1. Failure to provide real incentives for 
Australians to maximise their real 
productive capacity. 

2. Failure to stimulate the p.rivate sector. 

3. Failure to provide investment incen
tives. 

4. Failure to rationalise wage settlements. 

5. Weakening of A.D.F.A. orderly mar
keting. 

6. Repressive tax scales. 
7, Depressmg policies on the wine in

dustry. 

.8. Damaging effects of currency move
ments on exporting industries. 

9. The low lev€! of ProteCtion afforded the 
Dried Fruits Industry compared with 
some secondary industries. 

10. The cost to industries of preparing 
submissions to the I.A. C. 
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How to live with 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 

By R. H. Moulds; Rural Safety Adviser, S.A. Department of Agriculture. 

Agricultural pesticides are dangerous. 
Let there be no doubt about that. They can 
kill or they can'· cause serious illness 
sometimes foll'owed by permanent 
impairmEmt of:normal bodily function. Most 
farms h_Owever, cannot be run profitably 
without\them. ·_Ther_efore pesticides must 
be· used in comolete safety and this can 
Only be" done by adopting the correct 
precautionary measures. Unfortunately this 
iS not often done. · 

There is a combination of reasons for 
this problem. Manufacturers, salesmen and 
agricultural advisers usually- only discuss 
the effect of the pesticide upon the pests 
concerned. The labels are· complex 
documents to meet regulatory 
requirements and contain a large amount 
of informatioil for the farmer to digest in 
one reading, so he tends to concentr~te on 
the mixing and use Qirections. Safety 
literature is available, althoug_h not readily. 
Unfortunately it is mostly technical and 
requires- a good deal of time for the r~ader 
to digest. · 

12 October. 1975 

(Reprinted from Journal of Agricuftilre, South Australia) 

This article sets out broad guidelines for 
the safe use of most agricultural pesticides 
without complicating the issue by 
mentioning the wide range of common, 
chemical and trade names. 

The term pesticide covers weedicides, 
inSecticides, miticides, herbicides and 
fUngicides. It excludes fumigants because 
they requ'ire somewhat different 
precautionS. For example, a normaJ 
agricultural respirator offers no protection 
against the effects of chloropicrin or methyl 
bromide. 

TOXICITY 

A good deal of emphaSis is often pla_ced 
on the relative toxicity ot various pesticides. 
This can be misleading because the real 
danger lies in the total amount of toxic 
substances absorbed into the body. A 
lower toxicity rating does not mean a little or 
no danger. If safety precautions are 
ignored, a large and therefore dangerous 
dose .can be absorbed. A pesticide of 
relatively low toxicity may also become very 

toXiC to a user who has absorbed another 
pestici.de into his system. Therefore 
adherence to the printed safety precautions 
is of greater importance than worrying 
about which is more toxic than what. 

ABSORPTION INTO THE BODY 

Into the body through the skin; into the 
stomaCh through the mouth; into the lungs 
through the respiratory system, or any 
combination of these three routes are the 
only way pesticides can enter the body. 
Absorption through the skin appears to be 
the route least worried about and, 
according to some studies, is the most 
common way that spray opera,tors are 
poisoned. 

The label tells you which route or routes 
should be blocked off. 

EFFECTS 

Most agricultural pesticides affect either 
the nervous or muscular systems, although 
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some, especially herbicides, ,affect the 
respiratory tract and lungs. 

Death can occur quite some time after 
exposure because the breakdown of the 
bodily functions occurs slowly unless a 
single large dose is taken in. 

Early medical trP.atment is. in most 
cases, effective in saving life but long-term 
ill-effects may remain. 

Late medical treatment makes recovery 
much more difficult. The effects of some 
chemicals are irreversible and all that 
medical aid can do is to try to make dying 
less painful. 

One of the major causes of pesticide 
poisoning .is the cumulative effect of 
long-term exposure. The body does not· 
readily rid itself of the pesticides it 
absorbs .. TherefOre repeated small doses 
such as minor splashes or exposure to 
spray drift and fumes can build the toxtc 
levels up to danger point. Even if the 
victim does not feel ill he is gradually 
getting closer to the accumulation of a 
lethal dose. It will then only need an 
accident involving ·relatively small amounts 
of pesticide tO cause either serious illness 
or death. 

This cumulative effect does not 
necessarily apply just to particular types of 
pesticides. For example, a farmer may 
accumulate a dangerous dose by dipping 
sheep one day, sprc.iying insects a little 
later on and perhaps· using several 
different pesticides a few davs aoart. 
SYMPTOMS 

In simple terms, if you have ~andled 
pesticides within the. preVious few days 
and· feel as if you are getting the "wog" 
then you may have pesticide pOisoning. lf 
this condition persists or worsens medical 
advice shOuld be sought. 

When· th9 central nervous ·system is 
affected, the symptoms are numbness of 
the extremities, tremors that may build up 
to convulsive fits (similar to epilepsy), 
exhaustion and a confused mental state 
such as undue excitement or feeling of 
apprehension. These symptoms may not 
appear until several weeks after exposure. 

If the muscular system is affected then 
the signs tnciude muscular tremolmg, 
weakness, cold sweats, nausea, vomiting, 
blurry vision, headaches, tightness of the 
chest and a feeling of irritability or 
restlessness. 

The chemicals that affect the respiratory 
tract cause soreness ai-ld inflamation of the 
throat and bronchial tubes and can lead to 
death due to "chemical pneumonia." 

The above are the' symptoms of the more 
commonly used pesticides. Other less 
easily defined symptoms may follow the 
use of less common but sometimes more 
toxic chemicals. 

Medical advice should be sought at any 
time that pesticide poisoning is suspected. 
The pesticide should not be handled again 
until the persOn is medically cleared to do 
so. The container or its label should be 
taken with the patient to the doctor. 
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PRECAUTIONS , 

The list that follows lays down basic 
precautions applicable to most agricuiJural 
chemicals. But these suggestiOns must not~ 
be taken as a substitute for reading the 
safety directions or:l the label as special 
precautions may be overlooked. 

The proolems associated with drift, 
off-:target damage, withholding periods and 
similar hazards are not dealt with in detail. 
Once agains referral to the label g,ives 
_IT,lore answers. 

The matter of off-target damage is dealt 
with in Special B!JIIetin No. 4, 73, "Beware 
of hormone herbicides near susceptible 
crops and plants." 

SELECTION 

Do not use a pesticide that is dangerous 
to humans when a less hazardous one is 
available. If in doubt consult the 
Department of Agriculture, the 
manufacturer's representative or some 
other informed person. 

THE LABEL 

Read it! Heed it! The safety directions on 
the label give an exact description of the 
minimum precautions to be taken. If only 
there was some sort of guarantee that all 
users would follow these directions then 
there would be no problem and no need 
for the rest of this article. 

USAGE 

Agriculh.ir8.1 qhemicals are registered for 
particular purposes after a lengthy and 
detailed investigation. This information is 
shown on the label. It is a dangerous 
practice to t,Jse pesticides for any other 
purpose and the chances are that it is also. 
awaste.oftime and money. 

MIXING 

Do not try to swat a fly with a 
sledgehammer. The mixing directions on 
the label have been carefully calculated. 
Making the mixture over-strength is an 
extremely dangerous practice apart from 
being unnecessar'ily expensive. 

Mix in a well ventilated area and arrange 
the work area so that the job can be done 
without having the head over the vat or the 
containers as they are open. 

"Blurry vision", is one symptom of: pesticide 
poisoning. 

SAFETY DIRECTIONS 

n11erous. espec131ly the concen· 
aybe l3tal ol swallowed. 1nh•led or 
rou11h the sk1n. · berc1se edreme 

dhng and use. Oo not allow contact 
and do not breathe vapour. spray or 
sp1lt on sk1n, 1mmed1ately wash 

ly w1th soap and plenty of water. II 
w1th eyes occurs. 1mmed1atl!lly wash 
ly and seek medocal attention. Wear 

ve waterproof clothong. rubber gloves 
ncultural respirator on all operatoons 
g spraying. Wash hands, . arms and 

th soap •nd water after work and before 

eahng. drmkml! or smok•ng. 
and 11toves d••ty. separ*lely from 
wash1ng. 
Store on ori11onat contaoner. t!Qhtly c 
sale place out of reach ol children 
stock. Wash out and destroy empty c 
Do not contammate dams, waterways 
wtth concentrate, d1luted spray, wa5h 
empty contaoners. 

KEEP AWAY FROM COOKING ANO 
UTENSILS ANO AVOID CONl ... CT WITH 
STUFFS. 

FIRST AID 

emergency suj)ply of atropine tablets 
nd of Ipecac syrup. II swallowed and 

conSCIOUS mduce vom1hnl! woth 

p,ms of pooson1ng m3y be nausea. 
doness, blurred v1510n. contract1on 

e eyes. vomitml!. On the f•rst 
y ol these symptoms tmmedl
•nd call a doctor, Take one 

quarter hour lor one ho11r 

IMPORTANT: Repeated mold elftct 
dan11erous. ll affected at all avoid 
t3ct unhl medtcal approval has 
prov•s•ons of the Use of f>Htic1 
made under the V1ctonan 
apply to the use of this or 

COMPATIBILilY 

hon woth most in$ 
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Wear the correct protective clothing and 
equipment. 

Never mix with bare hands. 

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 

The following are essential items of 
.protective equipment: 
·• Respirator- use at all times when there 
.is a possibility of inhaling toxic fumes, dust 
or mist. 

The respirator must be fitted with 
agricultural chemical cartridges. A dust 
cartridge or a dust respirator is not 
suitable. Cartridges neutralise toxicity 
through chemical action and· have a limited 

· uesfullife of between two hours in extreme 
conditions and about two Weeks under 
normal t.i'se. Therefore the-y should be 

'renewed as soon as necessary. Any smell 
of pesticide coming through them is a sign 
that either the qartridge has expired _or the 
respirator is leaking. 

* Face shield - A clear plastic full face 
shield is recommended when handling and 
mixing liquid concentrates. Dangerous 
splashes can readily occur when opening 
containers and this alone justifies the use 
of a face shield. 

* P.V.C. gloves - Impervious gloves 
should b.e used when mixing or handling 
concentrates and at any other time that 
hands are likely to become wet with 
pesticides. 

* Overalls - Ordinary overalls provide. 
suitable protecti.on for most spraying jobs. 
They should be changed when wet and 
laundered separately from other clothing. 

* P.V.C. jackets and trousers are 
necessary when extreme conditions make 
overalls unsuitable. 

* Hat - Research has shown that 
pesticide absorption occurs more rapidly 
through the forehead than anywhere else 
on the body. A wide brimmed hat or P.V.C. 
sou'-wester helps to keep spray mist off the 
head and face. A P.V.C. hood with a visor 
and respirator is available for use in 
extreme conditions. 

* Rubber boots are useful when the feet 
may get wet from spray (for example, when 
mixing or walking through freshly sprayed 
pastures and crops}. When the danger of 
spillage is present, trousers should be 
worn outside of the boots. 

* Chemical goggles prov1de eye 
protection ·from mist and spray and should 
be worn when mixing if there is no face 
shield available. Chemical goggles differ 
from dust goggles in that, instead of gauze 
inserts for ventilation, they, ·have a valve 
designed to prevent mist and droplets from 
reaching the inside of gog_gles. 

* Soap and water can be considered 
essential safety equipment. A golderl 

··safety rule is that all splashes and spills 
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operator is well protected for handling 
and mixing pesticide concentrates. 

should be washed off the body· as quickly 
as possible. Soap and water should then be 
readily available at all places, including the 
spray outfit, where pesticides are handled. 

CONFINED SPACES 

A good wash with soap and water is a se>1.<il>le 
.mfety precaution after handling pesticides. 

Do not mix or use pesticides in confined 
spaces where there is poor ventilation. If 
this is unavoidable then.use a good fan to 
provide ventilation. If the label says "avoid 
inhaling the pesticide" then use a 
respirator. However, a cartridge respirator 
is not recommended where the 
contaminant exceeds 0.1 per cent of the 
air. Above this point there is a dangerous 
situation best handled by an expert with 
the correct equipment. 

WASHING 

Always wash with soap and water before 
eating, drinking, smoking, after work and at 
any-other time that the skin has been wet 
with pesticides. Although this is a 
fundamental safety rule, overseas research 
indicates that failure to do so is a major 
factor in a high percentage of pesticide 
fatalities. 

Only store pesticides in the original con"'i"'" 
cP.rtain/v not in milk bottlP-s. 

MAY WE HElP YOU 

-with project material? 
-with teaching aids? · 
--with recipes. leaflets. and eook books? 
-with a 16 mm colour film on Dried Fruits. 

WRITE TO: 

The Australian Dried Fruits Association. 
Box 4524, G.P.O .. 
Melbourne. 
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DRIFT 

Watch the wind direction and plan the 
job so that is is not necessary to operate in 
drift. Watch that drift does not travel 
towards neighbours or other areas where 
harm could occur. If necessary, warn other 
people to keep out of drift. 

To avoid drift, when possible, u'se low 
pressures and a jet setting that produces 
large droplets. 

STORAGE· 

Unidentifiable pesticides in makeshift 
containers are a major cause of poisoning. 
Only use the original containers and 
ensure that the label remains readable. Do 
not decant pesticides into other containers 
particularly for people not conversant with 
the chemical's use or hazards. 

Always store pesticides and other 
dangerous chemicals under lock and key 
so that they cannot be handled by children. 
High shelves and other apparently 
inaccessible places have, by bitter 
experience been proven tO be not out of 
reach of children. 

Also keep pesticides awaY from food and 
seeds 

EMPTY CDNT AINERS 

As soon as a pesticide container is 
emptied, rinse it out, pqur the rinsing water 
into the vat and then flatten the container 
or otherwise render ft useless for any other 
purpose. Containers should be buried 
somewhere away from creeks and water 
courses as soon as possible. In the case of 
·combustible containerS, check the label to 
see if there is a warning against burning; 
most herbicide containers shoU,Id not be 
burnt. If the label does not warn against 
burning still ensure that the smoke is 
blown in· a safe direction. 

FIRST AID 

* When chemicals are spilled onto the 
body, remove contaminated clothing and 
wash yourself with plenty of w·ater; get 
right into the water 'if a creek, dam or 
trough is handy. ALWAYS carry at least 20 
lit~es of water with the spray equipment. 

*·If pesticide is swallowed, induce. 
vomiting unless the label says otherwise 
and seek meidical aid immediately. 

* If dizziness, nausea. tightness of the 
chest. headaches, blurry vision or stomach 
upsets occur during or within a few days 
after handling pesticides, seek medical 
advice. · 

* For further first aid instructions - READ 
THE LABEL and obtain any a·ntidotes 
mentioned. 

* When seeking medical advice make the 
label or the information from it available to 
the doctor. · 

'DRIED FRUIT NEWS 

A separate /m,ka•ble 
storage for pesticides 

substances. 
harmful 

tractor provides a •safe and ~~·nwwient 
means of flattening empty containers. 

* When using pesticides consistently, 
have regular medical checks. 

ANTIDOTES 

The labels of many pesticides show 
atropine sulphate tablets as an antidote. 
When such pesticides· are used, a Supply of 
the tablets should be on hand but used 
only according to directions on the label of 
the pesticide container. It is· extremely 
dangerous to take atropine sulphate tablets 
before spraying just in case somethinq 
goes wrong. 

Remember! 

Most insecticides are poisonous. 
Some are more poisonous than 
others. 
But with care all of them can be 
used safely. 

IIIII PORT ANT 
NOTE 

24-Hour emergency 
treatment advisory .. servu:e 

VICTORIA 
POISONS INFORMATION 

CENTRE 

Royal Children's Hospital 

Phone: 347-5522 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

POISONS INFORMATION 
CENTRE 

Royal Alexandra Children'.s Hospital, 
Camperdown 

Phone: 51-0466 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

POISONS INFORMATION 
CENTRE 

......... 

Adelaide Children's Hospital 

Phone: 267-4999 

..,,..,..,.., 

.... 

. 
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